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The issue of collecting fai-r-info'rmation on the performance

ofnemberspf identifiable groups is a major-K-oblem in the con-

struction\nd use of'tests in schools, government, and industry

in the°United States of America. 'Interest in this iue has

broadened beyond the. boundaries of th United States to other

N

countries witt multiethnic and multilingual populations. These

=issues have been addressed under various labels; however, the. two

most frequently used are test fairliesS and test bias. The two

terms Qften.have been used A/Knymously. It is the contention"

of the pre t-reviewers (Merle, 1976; Rudner, 1977c) that syn-

'onymous use has red Ito major confusion abOut methods and loss

of focus on the questionsbeing addressed:

One set of methoOlogies is used for situations in:which
!

an intact test is administered to members of different groups*

and these groups obtain different mean total scores. Under this

condition the usual goal gf measure4ent is to.provide data,for

selection of applicants. The issue is using the test to pre-

dict later success i.a a fair and equitable manner. 4ere, one

ofthe approaches to regression analysi4is.applied with the

test of interest as a predictOr and some external measure of

suogess as the criterion.

"..Another set of methodolOgies volves the identification of

items which-syStematicaIly differentiate among.Members of a group.

To date these methodOlogies have not used an external criterion of

success and have-focused on single items from a pool which constitutes

3



or will constitute the intact test. The focus of these efforts'

is usually the construction of a Measure which assesses 'a,....con:1

.tent domain without introdUcing systematic variance attributable:

to factors other than -those which are the intended object of

measurement,

The purvose of this paper is to describe'the methods used

to investigate the_presence.of what has betIrlabeled as "test

bias." In order to make a clear distinction between the(two

methodologies, theexamination of intact tests for equitable

selection will be treated under the topic Fair Use of Tests;

while examination of items within i test or an item pool for .

systematic performance differences among groups will be described

under thepeading'Test Item Bias.

Fair Use Of. Tests

This type of investigation is of interest to test userg

who need to know the accuracy of test information. Seven ap-

prop....res to determining fairness in seleplpion arereviewed here.

The sevenseven are all regression approachethat.is, they attempt

to predici from a selection or' placement instrument to a criter-

ion of success,' Each used a correlation-prediction model, but

,each eiffers in the way the criterion, cut-off score is adjusted

to yield fair estimates of success. thus, each method assumes

that there is a valid, reliable,'and unbiased criterion measure

for members of a given groupt Eurthet, the other assumptions of.

regression models also pertain--bivariate normality'and homo-

geneity. The first 4ssumptionis,absolAtely necessamy;, if.the

Criterion is not valid, reliable, and unbiased, then,. the pre-
.

oiction 'Method fails. The assumptions of normality and

2
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homogeneity- SystemiAcallysaffect the magnitude of the correla-

tion.coefficieqt-and,..thereby, influence .the accuracy of pre-

Of.course, a sufficient number-k)flexaminees must. be

available to compute stable correlations, or the method is
4 4

Unreliable

The first method, labeled the regression model by Petersen

and Novick'(1976), was desCribed by Cleary (1968). It defines

a test as fair if there are no consistent non- zero - errors of

prediction for members. of each subgroup of the-population. This.

N 1

relationship is described by this equation:

r. *
y

,*

1
4, a i x

1
=ag 0x

where a
i

represents the intercept

f3: represents the slope, and

lk represents'the predictor pasS score. for

subpopulation 71.0. = 1,...;g).

Here a different regression equation is calculated for each sub-

group. Gorrections are made.because of differences in mean

values of X and Y among subgroups. Rowever, only one acceptable

criterion score is used. HenCe,.barlingtom crta714 mlews this

situation as rcx ='rcy xy'
that.is, the correlation betweed

group membership 'and the predictor is equal to the ratio of the

correlation between group membership and.the criterion to the

correlation between predictor -and criterion: T46_focus of this

Method is on fairness to,,Zhe individual4rather than on fairness

to'the group. It is,-the most widely used approach to fair

'selection.

O
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The.second method was described by Thorndike (1971) and

developed by Cole (1973); it was called the constant ratio
--2

modes by Petersen.and Novick (1976). A test is.fair if

,identifies applicants for seleCtion in such a way that t e ratio'

3f the proportioti selected to the proportion successful is the

same in all subpopulations. Here the relationship may, be

A

described as:

Prob()bx1* 171)
R =

Prob(YY:171)

Prob(n.xlw

g

)

-prob(my.i f re

Aix

where R is a fixed constant for subpopulations and

x
i
represents the preActor cut-off score for subpopulation ('

eta = 1,...,g).

This'method focuses on fairness.to thejeroup rather. than on

fairness to the Individual. 'It. requires, in addition to the

.general assumptions listed earlier that A. constant ratio of Snc-

'\

.bess is reasonable-4n all subgroups; here, rcx
= r

cy
(Darlington,

1971). This approach is used where/ :equity between' groups is the
. .

.
Central'consideration and in situations where the differences

between the means .for predictors is different from the differen-

ces between means for the criterion. Emphasis is on false

successful and false unsuccessful predictions, as,well as on

accurate predictions Petersen and Novick (1976).

A third approach was propo'sed by Einhorn and Bass (1971);

it was labeled the equal risk model by Petersen and Novick

(1976). It defines a test as fair when all persons selected

are predicted to be above a specific Minimum pointon the:

criterion with a specified.degree of confidence.. In this case,



.Z Proi)(Y)y* 1 X so x

= Prob(Y4y
*

( X = )

where Z is a fixed constant probability for all"sub-

.populations n '(i = 1,...,g)

x represents the predictor cut-off score for

population, and

Y
*

represents the Criterion cut-off score.

This is accomplished by adjusting the criterion passing

score, with 'a confidence band, so .that

Y = Y - Z (s
c p y.x

a sub-

where Z 'ls a z-score which can be designated by the

desired degree of risk,

Vis the criterion cut. -off, and

sx.y
is'the standard error of estimate.

This approach allows.:separate cut-off points for each subpopula

tion if the standard errors for subpopulation are. different.

Where standard errors for each subpopulation are equal, %be

results redirce to the situation described for the regression

model. It, too, focuses on the group rather than the indixiidual.

Other assumptions are similar to the regres4on model. In ad-'

dition, it must be leigical to expect the probability of success

in each\group-to be equal. O

Darlington (1971) suggested amodel which would replace the-

concept of cultural fairness with another.which he labels cultural

optimality; hence, it was called the culture modified criterion

I
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approach by Petersen and Novick (076). Darlington defCnes a

test as cultOrally optimal when; (1) a subjeotie policy lbvel

question is answered concerning the optimum balance between .

performance and cultural factors, lind (2) an empirical relation-

ship between a test end a cultuiielmodified,variable (Y -kC) is

estiblished.

Here, (Y kC) = a
1

+ a- x
*

where Y is the criterion

k is a constant .subjective value judgment one

the part of the decision maker,

C denotes an applicant's group.membership

a
I

is. the interc,ept,

Si is the slope, and

*I

x* is the predictor pass score for subpopul tions

:(1 = 1,...,g).

The criterion score ,is adjusted by , predetermined amou

,
4

based upon group membership Here, in addition to the other
.,

assumptions inherent in a regression aliproach, one must see some
.

value in selecting members of a Subpdpulation and that value

itliist be translated into the constant which adjusts the criteiiion..

The process-of,adjusting 'criterion scores is open and may be

debated publicly.

Cole (1973) propoSed a fifth method labeled the conditional

problability model, .by. Petersen and Novick (1970. In, this mqd4/,

a test -VS' regarded fairmif, given satisfactory ,criterion per-,
,.(

formance,, individuals have-the same probability:of selectiori
.

,
.

regardless of group membership.

6
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*
Here, K- Prob04x1 Y

*
)y ffi)

= Prob(Xoc
*

Y?.g , n )
g g

where IC is a ixed constant for subpopulations

nj(i = and
*

x represents the predictor pass score' for sub-
,

1.60Pulation.r4. This,model, looks for equity to the group. The

emphasis is:on false unsuccessful predictions as well as on aC-
.

curate predictions (Petersen and Novick, 1976). In addition tb
,

the other assumptions mentioned earlier, it must be reasonable

to expect that all groups 'perform equally,welLon,the criterion.

The sixth model. waS proposed by Linn (1973) and defines a

test as fair if all applicants who are selected are guaranteed(

'an equal, or fair, chance of being su cessful regardless of group

membership. This model'was labdled the equal probability model

by Petersen and Novick (1976),.

*
_Here, Q = Prob(Yy4

I

l'

Prob(Yy
*
1 nx

*
).

g! g

-where, Q.is a fixed constibt for all subpopulations

ri(`i = 1,...,g)

subpopulatiOnni

x
1

represents thb predictor cut-off score for

It, too, seeksequity.for the-group. It emphasizes-false un-

successful predictions as well 'as accurate preaictiopss(Petersen_

and Novick, 1976). Inaddition to £he other assumptions mentiop-
.

. .

ed earlier, it must be reasonable to expect all groups to perl- .

form equally well on-the Predictor..
%WI 7
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The last model ilTbe reviewed was proposed by Gross and Su

(1975) and was labeled the threshold utility modallby Petersen

and No4iick (1976). It states that a testis' fair if an indivi-
,

.c'dual from a subpopulation Is selected. when his/her predicted. .'

score reaches a specific minimum point on ithe criterion which \

.

has.been modified in such a way that the expected utility of

4 '

the selection process is a maximum. Here-the.util4tIrof'the

selection.process is found with

I.

,2 . 4
7e bloi] p4 E ,u(0417 Prob (0 lw

1=1 - j=1

... .
,

.
.

- , .,,

where P- is the proportion of. the combined applicantpopulatioh
1 . .. I

,
.

(fir]. and -2) who are 'members -of the ubpopUlition.
.

;This ass es'that four outcomes are pciesible'
.

01: I 1C.x Y, 57
4

An appligant.is accepte a'ad is successful
i .

... ,.
.

02: X.?.x.
*

57

*
Y. 'isAh applicant rejectedimt would have

1 .,
. .. e . ,

-
.

,-

been'sucCessful
-

.. .

San

* * . ,
, .

Xx. .17,>57 An applicadt is rejected and Would'have
,

. 3.
,.

,. , .- .

-Jpeen uneuctessful

0
4'

X).x. Y57
*

An applicant is accepted and is unsuccessful
F

Utilities usually ,differ for each subpopulationand re-.
.....,

.. , .- -
.

gression._equations may differ, too,;.°Tfie-method escapes the'

" .,
.

.difficOlty of emphasizing-false successful and false . unsuccess?-.

-
fur. predictions by seeking A public statement of utilities and-,..

then, taximizinthe likelihood ofthit utility for a given
0

group:
,
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Test.Item Bias
. .

This type of investigation is offhterestto test developers'
Y.

bycause it assists'them in-devising validt cross-culture fail.

items and provides a framewOrk'for constructing, better tests, n'subsequent'eftorts. Six' approaches are reviewed here:

4
6

An lysis of Variance Approaches.
s

0

Cardaland Coffman (1964 ) suggested a method of identify-
..

ing bjas using an analysis 'of variance framework,,which IndorpOr-,
. .

1

atee testaitemp and group Membership as main effedis-. Bias" is

_ defined as a.signitkcant :item by,grouP interaction, t ,, tha-is
,..-

.m.

theXrcenc4.of items Whidh are relatively more d °ifficult 'foe

. le . . .

Members of. one :culture group than_ another.. Iii order to meet

the hoMogeneity of variance assumktiton.of the analysis of var-
.

, .

iance,'-Cardall. and Coffmah transfOrmed the within glup item
.

e

difficulties with an arcsiri, trAnsform:
,.

.

- .

Plake an4,Hoover (1977) extended the technique to allow'
. .

.

for the.iAntil'ication, of in ividual items. The interaction

Contrast for e.aph item ,withT each group takes the'form:

.=. 6 - 0 + -0
j ij j

N'\ where 0 is thp a1rcsin-transformed itemdifficulty

for'the i
th'and the j

.th grop.

The error variance is

,

a =
4)ij 2q n

J

where q s the number of items

is 'the barmoni mean of the number of subjects, in-.

-6e j.th, group.
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,A simultaneous significant test, such as Bonfersoni'q pxocedure,

can then be used to identity individual items which ippear to

be' biatiied. . , r

'Cleary:snd,Eiltme(196.8).imployed Et'threeSa6i6r,!iTixtd7,,

model .aliaiiiis\Of variagce t,iD determine whether ornot1Pititms'
.

groupWithima
.

test were biased; again defining bi/asas items by group

.41iteraction. In their analysis, race and ocoeconomic status
,..

7,
'wer constderedli2ied variables; while petsois arid items were

1

considered random. Socioeconomic status levelswere nested

within race to avoid issuming_thathe leve14.We4'e comparable:
,

across the races.

Other examples of this approach can be fourjd In Eagle and
.

ligiris (1969), Hpepfner and Strickland'(.1.972°) d'JensOm.(1973)
\.

..
, 4

\
' '

It'shotild be'noted.tha,i these authors.and CardaL
4

l ,and Coffman
,.

. ...

0 -

did nott"incorporate an
/
arcsin transform, 1%

,

TfansfOrm'Itgm Difficulties , .

The transformed item difficUiiiieS approach, providing_for a
-- -

visual.examina.tionof item by'group interkotion effects; wa.pro-,

,

- ,

'bably first described lay Thurston (1925) in connection with his

method of absolute scaling. 'Of the approaches, this method ap-
e

pears to be one of the best known.. It_ has beeri advoet4ed and used

trequeritl.y by Ahgoff-(1972), Any off and'Ford (1974), ana'AngOff

and Modu.(1973)-and others Green and-Drarier, 1972;,Jensen,' 1973;

Hicks, et al. 1976; StraSsberg-Roseniterg and Donlon,.1975;

Echternacht, 1974; and 4,udner, 1978). Further,. the approach has'

appeed in at least .one' measurement-textbook (Anastasf,, 1976,

ND. 222-226).

In this method, indices of item difficulty'; i.e.,
p=valuesr-are obtaided for.tpo different groups 'ow

1012r e
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'a number of items. Each- -p -value is converted to a
normal deviate and the pairs of normal, deviates, one
)pair'for each are plotted on a bivariate :graph,

`each pair represented by a point on the graph..
(Angoff. 1972, p. 1)

The. plot Will generally be in -the form of an ellipse,

450 line, .passing.throUgh the origin, provides a )theoretical

regression indicating the absence of bias. Items greatly'

deviating from this line may. be regarded as exhibiting an item
_ .

by group interaction. Relative to the other items, deviant

items are especially more difficult for members of one groUp

thin the other. Assuming both groups received similar instrtict7

- ions; such items would appear to represent different psychologi7

cal meanings for the two groups of examinees.

Since the intent is to make comparisons of between-group

differences in itemrdifficulty,'it is necessary to transform

the proportion passing an item to 'an index of item difficulty
-

which constitutes at least aninterval scale. This is accomplish-
,

, i -r

-ed by.eXpressing each item p-valu in e ftrms O within-group
_ . .

'deviations of a normal curve (s\Fe Guilford, 1954, pp- 41a-419.
. . .

Any linear transformation af 'th item z-score will meet such = a

requ,eirement. One such transformation has been Delta values, .

(4z t

The distance of an item point t the line,

d (z1.

where z 'is the transformed item. difficulty ':for
N

group j, and',serves to indicate the degree of item bias. Items

which are "greatly deviating" from the line are identified by a
e

traditional or nontraditional method of .:outlier or residual



analysis. One method is to place confidence limits on the line

by using a multiple,of theistaridard error of estimation. An

alternate approach, adopted by Strassberg-Rossenberg and Donlon

(1975) and Hicks, et al.-(l976) involves computing the standard

deviation of the residuals and classifying as biased those-items

deviating by greater than 1.5 standard deviation units. Rudner

(1978) hasnemployed a fixed item-regression line distance of

.75 z-score units.

Echterrfacht (1974) also began with item difficulties which

were transformed to delta values. Differences in transformed

difficulties were computed for each pair of groups, and

hese differenceS. were plotted on' normal probability paper.

A=ditionally, *as plotted to represent a hypothetical

normal distribution withrthe obtained mean and standard devia-,

tion of the.'difference between pairs as parameters. Confidence'

;bands constructed around this line represent thearea outside

otwhich-biaSed. items would-fari..'

Correlation Apprbaches,

These approaches examine the point biserial carrelaLtion

coefficients between item performance and total score. Ozenne,

"Van Gelder, and Cohen (1974) coupled a graphing method4ith the

point biserial correlation approach. First, item difficulty

levels were plotted usingone group as referenceagainst * ich

the other groups were plotted. ItemS were arranged in- . order

'Of ditficulfy fOr the reference group from most difficult to

least difficrult;item nuffibers.were plotted along the ordinate,.

and item difficulty, along the acbscissa. In this"case a

12,
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publisher's nations l standardization sample was.used as the

reference group against which a minority sample was plotted:

Visual examination'of the plots revealed item by -group inter-

actions when the uniformity of the shapes of the curves was

disturbed. The magnitudes of differentes were .nos the concern;

rather the deviatiOn from the shape of the reference curve was

noted. Then, point biserial-correlations between item scores

and total score were computed'four each group that was to 6e

compared. Correlations were compared to identify items which for

a particular group did not cohtribute to total score; that is,

items with-a low item-total score correlation for a specific'

group were examined .'for bias. Items were identified, as poten-

tially biased by expert judgment. based on the results of, the

two methods of analypis.

Green's strategy was used in-standardizing the Comprehensive

Tests.ofBasic Skills, Form S (Green, 1976; CTEstMcGraw-Hilli.,_

1074). Again, point' briserlal correlations were computed for

each group on-each item; any item having a.correlation-of less

than ."20 for any group was deleted. ;Green offered as evidence

for the effectiveness of this strategy that fewer point biseiial

.correlations fell below AO for blicks in the standardizatioh.

data,

Factor' Analytic Approaches
.

In factor analysis, undel.lying factors ,(i.e.., dimensiobs

or traits),are hypothesized and.the.correlations of. each

variable with the hypothe'Sized factors,are.coMputed. In an

-

achi,evemerit test , each,item.iS treated. as a variable. Such an

13
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analysis could be conducted twice usipg-examinees,from two dif-

ferent cultural background's. Ideally, the two separate groups

of examinees would yield similar-sets of item-trait. correlations

(factor loadings). Different sets of factor loadings would

indicate thit the two groups,are.not responding to the items in

the same manner. Such a test would-be considered biased in

that it would appear to measuie different-traits across groups.

The-items exhibiting the most bias would then be those with the

largest differences in factor loading.
ft ,

;''

The general model for 'this type,of factor analysis is--

+ Af + e

where, y is a vector of subject responses

A is a matrix of factor- loadings

f is
-

a vector of factor variables (locations)

e is a vector of residual Air error terms

From y, values of A, f, and-eare determined.

Green and Draper (1972) and Green (1976) sugget an inter

-group factoi analysiS model.based on tpe interbattery factor

analysis ipprOach' offered by 'Ilicker (1958). I/n; this. item

group model, the item variance ,ts partitioned'
f

into: (1) faCtors,

common to each subgroup; (.2) factors,specifid to'subgroups, and

(3) residual or error variance. -With this mOdel one can deter-

mine the propoiicin of item variance account ed for by a given

subgroup. Aiiitem, then, s-unbiased when this proportion is

small and kiased if a large proportion of ariance is attribut-

/

abIe,to Culture7specifiO sources.

'Merz (1973, 1976) developed an alternate approach4hich

14
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incorporates faCtor scores and anlysis of variance. The item

intereorrelation matrix.is computed for subjects pooled across
0

groups. The-matrix is reduced with Principal Components

Analysis, employing theScr.ee technique to determine the number

. of factors to be extracted, The factor matrix is then rotated-
.

orthogonally to simple structure, and factor scores derived

from the rotated. matrix

te, An analysis of variance is then condacted,on each set, of

factor scores using multiple group memberships as independent

variables and factor scores for each vector as the dependent.

variable. Item bias is defined as a major loading ona factor

with a significant F ratio on a main effect or on .an interaction.

-Distracter Response Analysis

Veale, and `Foreman (1975, 1976), recommend investigating the

.distractor response distribution for various cultural groups in'

an approach not dependent on total test scores. ,Should one

-group. be Overly, attracted to. a particular distractor in compari-

son to a second'group, :there may be a biasing characteristic of-
_

the item,attractingthem away ,from:the.corredt response. Bias

is defined as characteristicS of an item which causes. a:distor.

tion in the item p-value for a talturai.group.
,',.

Consider the choice distribation illustrated ,14-1 Table 1.

, .

Observed frequencies appear'ili the cells and expected frequenc-
,

ies.appedi in the upper right hand corner of-each cell. --A

:disproportionate' number of Members of Group 2u were, attracted-
,

to Distra,ctor 1 (the. response frequencies can beshown,to be
. ,

disproportionate" by the use f a chi.:,square test). It i



argued that some characteristic of Distractor 1 caused74 sub-
.

stantial number of mRmbers of Group 2_t) select.this d 6tractor

over the correct alternative. Hence, some characterist cs of

the item may have caused a distortion in the group p-valbe.

Table 1

A Hypothetical Item Distractor Choice Distribution

Frequency of Selection.

Distractor 1 Distractor 2

.

60 40

40 60

.60 40

80% 20

100

100

120 80 - 200.

Maw (1977) has developed anvapproaph:based on the work :of

Ku,and Ku1lback (1974). For each item, a'Contingency.table is

developed which'includes:the item distractors and the culture

groups_as is done-by Veale and-Forpman. However, Mair inclbdes

additional-ariables'which are known,correlates of educational

- achievement;_e.g., home' backgrgund'anratiitudes, instructional.

procesSes, and socioeconomic status. These known correlates

.- ,
%

are expected.Waccount for most of the item variance.

/ -loglinear models are fitted to,the data until the data.iS

Vaiious



,-adequately represented. The parameters of the model are then

._investigatedfor inforMation about the distractor patterns..

._Biased-items'are identified by A 'significant distraptor-by-
1 ,

Culture grdup marginal effeCt.- The individual parameters of
/

the marginal are then analyzed to determine the contributions,.

the.var*ous itein response choices. .

1.

Item Characteristic Curve Theory Approaches

Recently, latent trait theorY has been used to identify
...

bi sed items (Green .and Draper, 1972; Lord, 1977; Rudner, 1977a;

Pi e, 1976; Scheuneman% 1975-, 1976; Durpvic, 1975; Wright,

Mead and Diaba, 1976). In an early study, Green and Draper had

used observed total scores as estimates of\exaMineed' abilities

(et's) and the proportions of examinees xesp ding-correctly at

each total score level as estimates of the probability of a
,

correct response given O1 rP(ug
= 1 I 0.)]. Their ,procedure.

,

cal ed for plotting item character estimated iche curves (icc,'S),,

"'for/each item, separately lor eaCh'culture'group,''add comparing,-
.

.

th plots_.

By this and other lateni_trait. theory approaches, an' item

is unbiased if examinees of the same ability level, but 'ofdif-
.

ferent cultural,affiliatians, hive equal probabilities of

responding cotr.rectly. Shit is, an item isrunbiased if the'eSti-

mated- icc's= obtained rom the various cUlture grdups are identiL. 1 m

vs-

cal. As" an example of biased iteM, consider the-tWo-hypo-

thetical Curves shown in Figure 1: ,Thes-e curves are based on ,
, ,

reSponses by. two different culture grO. ps to the salte item.

Total observed scores are used as, estimates at 0
i
and proportionb

.

1/, r

-4.542 .L.:-.1Sj
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cif examinees resppnding correctly are used as estimates of
. N. ,

2

'Wu = 1. 1 6). The curves are. not identical, since the loca-
g , i

4..

tion paraMeters for the two curves are not equal. .Such an item

can be considered biased in .that often examinees oY the same

ability level; e.gc, = 59%, but from different culture

groups, do not_ have similar proportions of correct respolies,'

While this approach is appealing, total obseryed scores

re directlY incorporated and quantification of

-m

ide tify.a "very biased item") . -

ather than using total observed scores as

bias .is difficult . (an eyeballing-procedure

the degree of

is used'to

estimates of

and raportions as estimates for P(u = 1 1 -e.), more ac-
.

,

, , g: i

curate values can' be' obtained.using one of the re-Cent-methods
,

, -

of parameterizatibn (Urry,.1975; -Wingersky and Lord: 1973).

During parameterization, the metric used for -the 6 scale,is de-
,

fined by the. ability variance in the exgmined sample. In order

to Compare parameters obtained fromAwo different examinee

groups, theObtained malues.mUst be .equated. Foi the:three

/paraMeter model, Lord and)lciviC (1974, Chapter 16.11) and

.Rudner (1977b) have shown that this can.be'aCcomPlished by

coMputing the regressions of the. parameter values .based on one.,

group of examinees' on the parameter values based on the other

gibup of examinees-

Rudner (1977a); Lord' (1977),(an'd,_Pine'(1976) haverefined

c.

the procedure used by Green and Draper to identify biased,items,

.by incorporating equated. icc paramefer values for the3,Para-
I

meter Birnbau4 (1968 model). .Rudner.used the aroma between.pairs



of equAtedAcc's to indicate jF.he relative amount of aberrance

of each `item and eyeballing or the equated ices to provide
.

r
additional information as to the nature of the.abberance., Lord

has employed an asymptbtoic significance test based on °

- med variance-covariance matrices of the equated'paramete0

estimates, to test for r-signfficant differences between, pairs of
. '-

Pine uses the residuals .from equating tie dif--equated icc's.
1 .

ficulty and distriMination parameters as an index of aberrance.-

Using the one paraMeter Rasch moael, DuroVic (1975) and

Wright, Mead and Draba ('1976) focus their attention -on differ-:
0.

enceg in the relativd easiness of the items. The differences.
.

between observed item responses and the predicted probabilities

of a.correct response are computed. Goodness-offitlresidual

.is then analyzed for between-group differences.
i4

' o

,

.

ScheUneman (1975,"1976) has.developecPa techni ue which'

a ..
.

.

.
.

is similar- to the multi-p-arameter i-teri characterys lc curve

theory approach used by Green and .Draper: i /

Coined !he -tilt-Square
, .

.

approach; this;.approach seeks to. determine whether examinees 'of

the same 'abilitY level have the Same probability f a correct.
(::_,

response regardless of cultural affiliation, ,: TI(i s is acgompiish-

ed.by blocking each tryout sample into a to 5-g oups\basecion
- . /

the observed scores:aid 'comparing the proporti ns of students
.

within each level responding correctly. An i em Xs `considered
5 .

' .

unbiased if fo-r all'individualS,iii the same,total score.inter-
,

val; the proportion of correct-responses is /'he-same for both
.

/

'groups under consideration-

A.modified chi- square is

4

u-sedto'estiMate the probability



g.
1

,
.

that the item is unbiased by the above definition. The ex-

pected values for each cell
j

(E.
l

) are obtained by multi] lying

(II: the proportiou of all examinees with totarscores. within
.

interval j responding correctly to the, item by (2) the number

of examinees within the. cell. That is, w

where 0.
,

the number of 'examinees in total\sCOre.
\7

interval j.responding correctly

N
j

is the total number of examinees,in Group.

i and score interval j
,t

As with a convent ional chi-s4uare; observed cell values

are sitply,the number of examinees within th6 cell responding
. -

correctly to the item.

Summary.

-Selected methods for examining the caist performance'of'Mem-
A

bers of identifiable' groups for fairness were presented. -Two

sets of method9.1ogies were "identified: -.one In Which an intact

test
A

,,c
, '

is administered to members of different 'groups to provide

data for selecti4on;' the other, 'in which items from a pool .are

,examined for Systematic differeptiat4on among groups.. The

purpose of this .papeii was simply.to describe- .the methods. No
.

atteniopt to .evaluate them was

,)

1.

4.
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CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY:SACRAMENTO
PROGRAM' DOCUMENTATION

USER MESSAGES

Program :No.: RGS121

The user may be,Jo) Control;or Any campus agency. Explain the

necessary actions associated with,all printed messages.
,

_

1

- MESSAGE

.

ACTION
,

N

XXXX MEETS'AFTERIO PM
_ .

WARNING TO ACADEMIC ADMIN.

EXAMPLE:

XXXX ANTH 010 XXXX ANTK110
.

SAME CLASS u

SHOULD BE ,CHECK OUT BY ACAD.

ADMIN,. CORRECT IT IF ,NOT

REALLY TRUE.

THERE IS A, TIME CONFLICT
BETWEEN XXXX AND XXXX.

THE SAME INSTRUCTOR IS LISTED.
AS TEACHING 2 CLASSES AT ONCE.
CORRECT RHOUGH RGS127.

'V IS AN INVALID DAY OF THE

WEEK COURSE XXXX.

CORReCT' THROUGH RGS127 ,,

.. .

1

.

,

. .

. .

..,

-,



Procedure

PI INCH 1 N5TWIICTIONS

RGS121 Input ,

Source Document ROOM, RESERVATIONS

boCurtient Source

Operation' o

rocedure, o.

CARD FORJ Alscift NUMBER

i.

seloomoollotoomoommoomompoommosejlesilleoloseriesseesese
11,414,49mnaussemsonannmnrinnmumvsimmilossivdoutiamesommustumussiumme

trasmoussum nmis:#nnise
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No.otVerify Description'
.

'1- 8 8 ,v
4

-, Blank .

.
-.

2

. ,
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.

A '5

. ,
. ,

Days. of ,the, week ..(Required),
,4

14-17 4

4

v Starting time (required)
.jEnding_ time requi red) .

i
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5 22-23
.

N

. .

Building code. (required)

24-28_, k A/N v
v
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4

e I 6 . li

.

.
..,

I 4 / 6.- . .

, , . i 1- .. II -1 I II I
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, .

. .
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